Promotions: Where do they fit in?
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When your auto repair company sends you a coupon for a discount on an oil change, or your local coffee
shop rewards you with a free cup of coffee every tenth time you buy, you're seeing a promotional
program at work.
A promotion is a planned strategy for increasing sales over a short period. A promotion adds value to
the product or service offered. It stimulates sales for reasons other than the product's inherent benefits.
We call those reasons incentives. Sometimes the incentive is designed to specifically make a sale, as in
"$2.00 off medium pizza with this coupon." Other times the incentive is planned simply to expose the
customer to the product - - to break down preliminary barriers that are roadblocks to a future sale.
With a promotional program, you can persuade people to try your product, to experiment with new
beliefs about your service; you can shift buying habits so that sporadic users find reasons to buy more.
Who uses promotions? There are business-to-business promotional programs, and there are consumer
programs. Remember, people do business with people. So much of the same techniques apply to both.
Different businesses are drawn to different styles of promotion. The most frequent users of promotional
programs are the retail services, like car care, hair care, and restaurants. Coupons are the most common
promotion for these types of businesses; dry cleaners use coupons extensively, and so do grocery stores.
It's the ability to track results, as well as their proven effectiveness, that makes coupon offers so
popular.
In the business-to-business world, suppliers frequently engage in promotions by offering sale prices. You
are less likely to see coupons here, because the patterns of purchasing are a little different. The person
making the decision to buy may not be the same person who is writing the check, so requiring the
physical coupon to be used would be an unnecessary barrier to the desired sale.
Promotions work because people like something for nothing. They respond to two-for-one offers, and
they love a good deal or free extra with their purchase. Special promotions help many businesses
achieve their marketing objectives, such as combating seasonal cycles or stealing attention from the
competition.
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